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A tax collector who wants to reform society with the idea of â€‹â€‹change instead of revenge tries to
control himself, trying to teach a lesson . He works through punishment, not through encouragement,
as God does. He says to himself: "This is good, but this is bad" instead of saying: "So, I want a huge
cedar tree to grow in this place." When a person begins to think of God as the Creator, he begins to

feel God as his Father, and not as a vindictive parent punishing a child who has done something
wrong. Punishment, like reward, is a form of influence.
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everyone, Here are some quick updates about the status of work at the openSUSE Factory. The base

image used by the openSUSE Factory has been updated to version 23.1 (Kurento) and has been set as
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the default in all the instances. The email application Kurento has passed a new test from Facebook.
We are already working with them to get an SUSE Certification, but as you can imagine, they are quite

strict and we don’t yet have the certification so we cannot upload it yet. We have also updated the
update mechanism for CentOS7 based images, so all your scripts that run during the update can

successfully update the system. Finally, we have started to work on the updated documentation for
the new openSUSE Factory. We already started developing it, but the process will take a lot of time, so
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